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Parent Webinar Presentation Notes
Our webpage: www.thewhitehatter.ca
Stay Updated
Follow Us
Our social media channels are where we post news, perspectives, and other great resources as they
happen.

@whitehatterteam

@whitehatterteam

@whitehatterteam

@thewhitehatter

Our Blog
We do our best to provide in-depth content on particular topics. Our White Hatter blog is where
that all that happens.
https://www.thewhitehatter.ca/blog
Newsletter
Sign up for our monthly email newsletter. This is a condensed summary of all the important
updates, news, and events happening with The White Hatter and links to new, relevant resources.
https://www.thewhitehatter.ca/newsletter
Free YouTube Show
Watch our weekly White Hatter YouTube Live Show where we discuss all things digital live
online. This is a great opportunity for families to watch together and learn about new challenges
with technology, but it’s also a chance to learn about the cool, beneficial things.
https://www.youtube.com/thewhitehatter

Recommended Book List
Learn more from other experts we respect: https://www.thewhitehatter.ca/book-list
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Remember, internet safety and digital literacy is a holistic approach that encompasses: emotional,
psychological, legal, physical, and technical aspects. Solely focusing on technical problems and solutions will
have you miss the majority of the other concerns we all need to be aware of today.
Regardless of a few concerns that might occur with today’s technology. These are tools that each individual can
use for desirable and less than desirable action.

Parental Monitoring and Filtering Products Mentioned
https://www.thewhitehatter.ca/monitoring-and-filtering-tools

Kinzoo | A Messaging App For Families

https://kinzoo.com/

Helpful Document Downloads
The Internet / Social
This is an agreement document between a child and parental authority. The idea
Media / Mobile Device
of this document is the set clear boundaries and rules in regards to technology
Family Collective
and the Internet. In addition, teach the child about terms of services associated
Agreement
with software and hardware.
https://files.thewhitehatter.ca/owncloud/index.php/s/AjjifwXzZevgG2i
Emergency Username and
Password Form

Download this document and fill in the required information. This is in case of
an emergency and if the child is missing, investigators can gain access to the
accounts for useful information.

https://files.thewhitehatter.ca/owncloud/index.php/s/kSeUT9GBTEwmBb4
Due Diligence Report

Often kid download apps because everyone else is, and don’t think critically about
some of the consequences of doing so. Here’s a great exercise that will help create
critical thinking skills surrounding security, privacy, data, digital literacy. Before you
allow your kid or teen to download an app onto their device, have them complete this
exercise by providing you with answers to the following questions.

https://files.thewhitehatter.ca/owncloud/index.php/s/WBdXdRZcrpeeSwx
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When to Be Concerned As A Parent
Look for groups of these behaviors
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Your child spends a large amount of time online, especially at night (Vamping)
Your child changes the screen or turns the monitor off quickly when you enter the room
Your child is secretive about their Internet activities, or has a meltdown if you accidentally grab
their phone
Is always doing homework on the Internet, but getting behind in school
May find unexplained pictures, pornography, or other questionable material on the computer or cell
phone
May find unexplained long-distance telephone charges from numbers you do not recognize
Your child gets calls or mail from people you do not know
Your child becomes withdrawn from your family or shows other behavioral changes

Important Concepts to Remember
Social media safety and digital literacy is about:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Personal safety and self-injury prevention
Psychological, emotional, social and physical wellbeing
Academic consequences
Employment consequences
Renting/Living consequences
Dating/relationship consequences
Reputation/legal safety
Copyright and public domain challenges
Identity, property and community safety
Identity theft
Digital hygiene safety
Time management

Terms and Definitions to Know
Health and Wellness
•
•
•

Have computers and cell phones in a neutral area of home and out of bedrooms
"blue light" has an effect on the brain and body and affecting sleep patterns
Internet challenges are becoming more prevalent (gaming disorder; pornography dependence)
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The Sonic Bomb Alarm Clock

Amazon Canada
https://www.amazon.ca/gp/product/B000OOWZUK/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=thewhitehat0f20&camp=15121&creative=330641&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=B000OOWZUK&linkId=5e385e83
691b40350ee4c1c4cb8d28ff

Amazon US
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000OOWZUK/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=thewhitehatter20&ca
mp=1789&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=B000OOWZUK&linkId=dbd73c982d1eff1b8
9ae2754cb0b06c7

Digital Hygiene Safety
Appropriately locking down your digital devices; not sharing passwords and not storing passwords on notes app
but rather in a secure app designed specifically for this purpose

Digital Dossier
what you post online is public, permanent, searchable, exploitable, copiable and for sale. Colleges, universities
and employers are now using a teens digital dossier as a filtering mechanism.

Viruses and malware (malicious software)
Don’t click on any unknown attachments or links received. Also, at best download apps from official app
stores: Windows store, Apple apps store, Steam, Amazon app store, Google Play. The #1 way hackers get into
your devices is by human error

Ransomware
Also known as "cryptoware" (among many others) it is a malicious program designed to encrypt one’s
computer, cell phone, or smart TV. You will not be able to access your devices or saved data without paying a
ransom fee to the hacker. Often times hackers will impersonate police or government to convince this is
legitimate.

Vamping
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What the kids call it when they are on their digital devices between 10pm and 3am in the morning

Internet Predators
Grooming & Social Engineering: relationships will often be established in chat rooms via a social network or
online gaming site

Decoy apps & vaults
Are being used by youth to hide activities (texts, pictures and videos): one popular app is called "Spy
Calculator." Learn the 4 ways to detect them https://www.thewhitehatter.ca/decoy-vault-apps

Remember
The internet is a great place for youth to interact online, but, as parents, be aware of some specific live
broadcasting sites that youth are visiting: Omegle, Chatroulette, Stickam, YouNow, Live.me, Live.ly, Yellow

Supervision
•
•
•

Monitor the time spent on the internet
Monitor the type of use on the internet
Learn how to monitor

Sexting Definition and Other Term
Far too often, language and research about sexting describes very different behaviours. The list of definitions
below is how The White Hatter classifies and uses technological sexual terminology. We believe these are the
most accurate and clear explanations
of these commonly used terms.

Sexting:
Sexual communication of any kind between technological devices. These behaviours include both sexual
messages that may or may not include nude imagery depicting partially naked or fully nude genitalia.

Nude/Intimate Images:
Visual media either photograph or video that contains an individual’s genitalia exposed.

Sextortion:
Threats or action of distributing nude/intimate images that are weaponized of purposes extortion and blackmail
for financial, social, and other personal gains.

Distribution of intimate images:
Knowingly publishing, distributing, transmitting, selling, making available, or advertising an intimate image of
a person knowing that the person depicted in the image did not give their consent or being reckless as to
whether or not that person gave their consent.

Pornography:
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Printed or visual material containing the explicit description or display of sexual organs or activity used in the
entertainment industry.

Products to Assist, but Still Keep You Responsible
Password Manager:
To help manage passwords to all online platforms:
LastPass

https://lastpass.com

Learn the Language of the Internet:
www.netlingo.com

www.noslang.com

www.emojipedia.org

www.tagdef.com

Be sure to use good security software protection for viruses
https://www.bitdefender.com/

Screen time
As caregivers we need to look at the role and effect of screen time on our kids. The important question is not how
much time are they spending online, but rather how are they spending their time online;.....are they just being
consumers (digital bubblegum), or are they spending most of their time becoming producers/creators/social
change makers. There is a difference
Social Networks have now become Digital Resumes - Protect your digital reputation. Remember, there is no
such thing as privacy online: everything is public, permanent, searchable, copiable, exploitable and for sale

Be A Good Role Model
•
•
•
•
•
•

If you are texting and driving guess what your kids will do when they start to drive
If you are texting during a f-2-f conversation, guess what your kids will do when you want to have
a conversation with them
If you bring your phone to the dinner table, guess what your kids will want to do when they come
to the table
If you take your phone into your bedroom at night, guess what your kids will want in their
bedroom
If you take your phone into the bathroom, guess what your kids will do when they go into the
bathroom
If you are texting them during class, guess what your kids will do with their friends during class

Remember parents, are digital role models to kids. Digitally distracted parents often cultivates digitally
distracted tweens and teens. What we do as parent with our technology matters!
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Digital Road Map For Parents
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be your child’s best parent, not their best friend
Model good behaviour (Parenting Matters !!!!!)
Pay attention to what your child is doing online
Impart your values and encourage positive digital citizenship (Digital Dinner once a week)
Establish time limits online
Encourage a balance between online and off-line activities
Make children accountable for their actions online (both - & +)
Explain to them what is at stake (safety and digital footprint)
Tech is a privilege to have not a right to have (remove entitlement)
Find ways to say “yes” rather than “no” all the time
Learn about the technology, it’s not as hard as you think
Lighten up, embrace their world, and enjoy the cyber world together

Darren’s Self-Published book

https://www.thewhitehatter.ca/book-list
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Phrases of Encouragement

Montessori can be hard to sum up in just a few words—it is a philosophy on education and child development that runs deep. It’s a
way of seeing the world. I think one of the easiest ways to get an idea for what Montessori means is to listen to the language that
Montessori teachers use.
Montessori teachers use language that respects the child and provides consistent expectations. Words are chosen carefully to
encourage children to be independent, intrinsically motivated critical thinkers.
Here are seven common phrases you’d probably hear in any Montessori classroom, and how to incorporate them into your home
life.
1. “I saw you working hard.”
The focus on process over product is a key tenet of Montessori. We avoid telling the children “good work” or “your work is
beautiful” and instead comment on how they concentrated for a long time, or how they wrote so carefully and their work could be
easily read by anyone.
Praising your child’s hard work, rather than his results, helps instill a growth mindset where he believes he can improve
through his own efforts.
Instead of telling your child, “You’re a good boy,” tell him “I noticed you being kind to your little brother yesterday when you
shared your truck.” This shows him you see his good behavior, without placing judgments on him. Instead of telling him, “You’re
such a good artist,” try, “I noticed you kept working on your picture until you got it just how you wanted it.”
2. “What do you think about your work?”
In Montessori, the child is his own teacher. The teachers are there as guides to give him lessons and help him but he discovers
things for himself through the carefully prepared environment and materials.
Self-analysis is a big part of that discovery.
When your child asks you, “Do you like my picture?” try asking her about it instead of just saying you love it. Ask her what she
thinks about it, how she decided what colors to use, and what her favorite part is. Help her start to evaluate her work for herself,
rather than looking for your approval.
3. “Where could you look for that?”
Independence is another key value in any Montessori classroom or home. Our goal as teachers is to help the children do things for
themselves. So while it’s sometimes easier to simply answer a child’s question about where something is or how to do something,
we often answer questions with another question such as, “Where could you look for that?” or “Which friend could you ask for
help?”
If your son loses his shoe and you see it peeking out from under the bed, try asking leading questions, rather than just
handing it to him.
“Where were you when you took your shoes off? Have you checked your room?” This may take a little more time, but it will be
worth it when he starts taking more initiative and coming to you less.

4. “Which part would you like my help with?”
In a Montessori classroom, children are responsible for many things, including taking care of their environment. Children often take
great pride in this responsibility, spending time arranging flowers to put on tables, watering the garden, and happily washing the
windows and tables.
Sometimes though, a job is just too big and overwhelming. In these cases, we ask the child how we can help. We don’t want
to swoop in and “save the day,” sending the message that the child is not capable, but we also don’t want to leave the child
overwhelmed.
For example: If your child is tired, but needs to put her Legos away before bed, all of those pieces can be overwhelming. It doesn’t
have to be all or nothing though. Try “which color would you like me to put away” or “I’ll put away the yellow pieces and you put
away the blue” to show that you’re in it together.
5. “In our class, we ….” (Or at home— “In our home, we…”)
This little phrase is used to remind the children of any number of classroom rules and desired behaviors. Phrasing reminders as
objective statements about how the community works, rather than barking commands, is much more likely to elicit cooperation
from a child.
“In our class, we sit while we eat” is less likely to incite a power struggle than “Sit down.”
Like all of us, children want to be a part of the community, and we simply remind them of how the community works.
If you have a rule about walking in the house, instead of “stop running,” try saying “we walk inside our house” and see if you get
fewer arguments.
6. “Don’t disturb him, he’s concentrating.”
Protecting children’s concentration is a fundamental part of the Montessori philosophy. Montessori classes give children big blocks
of uninterrupted work time, usually three hours. This allows children to develop deep concentration, without being disturbed
because the schedule says it’s time to move on to learning something else.
It can be tempting to compliment a child who is working beautifully, but sometimes even making eye contact is enough to
break their concentration.
Next time you walk by your child while he’s focused on drawing a picture or building a tower, try just walking by instead of telling
him how great it is. You can make a mental note and tell him later that you noticed him concentrating so hard on his creation.
7. “Follow the Child.”
This last one is an important one. It’s something Montessori teachers say to each other and to parents—not to the child. We often
remind each other to “follow the child,” to trust that each child is on his or her own internal developmental timeline, that he is doing
something for a reason.
This reminds us to search for the reason behind the behavior. It reminds us that not all children will be walking by one or reading by
four—they haven’t read the books and couldn’t care less about the milestones they are “supposed to” reach.
Following the child means remembering that each child is unique and has his own individual needs, passions, and gifts, and
he should be taught and guided accordingly.
If you can’t get your child interested in reading, try watching what he does love—if he loves being silly, it may be that a joke book
is what piques his interest, not the children’s classic you had in mind. Remembering to “follow your child” can help you see him in
a different way and work with him instead of against him.
One of beautiful things about Montessori is that it is so much more than a type of education—it is a way of seeing and being with
children. Even if your child does not go to Montessori school, you can easily bring the ideas into your home and watch your child’s
independence and concentration grow.

